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Artificial Intelligence (AI)
≠ 

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)



Artificial Intelligence is a collection of ideas, technologies, 
and techniques that relate to a computer system’s capacity 

to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence.

Brennen, J.S., Howard, P.N. and Nielsen, R.K., (2018). An Industry-Led Debate: How UK Media Cover 
Artificial Intelligence. Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism Fact Sheet,(December), pp1-10.

https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2018-12/Brennen_UK_Media_Coverage_of_AI_FINAL.pdf
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2018-12/Brennen_UK_Media_Coverage_of_AI_FINAL.pdf
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Using ML to create Search Engine Optimized headlines

Create SEO-headlines for historical articles 
&  gain value from already performed work

Assist journalists and editors in writing 
SEO-headlines for future articles



ML-generated SEO headline:

National Board of Health and Welfare: 
"Sharp increase in mental illness 
among young people"*

*Swedish original: Socialstyrelsen: ”Kraftig ökning av psykisk ohälsa bland unga”. Translated by the authors in 2021. 



ML-generated SEO headline:

Greta Thunberg: “That should be 
done in your spare time”*

*Swedish original: Greta Thunberg: ”Det kan man göra på fritiden”, Translated by the authors in 2021. 



$$$ for already performed labour
Efficient use of journalistic resources

Syntactic incorrectness - Invalid words or grammar 
Semantic incorrectness - Factual errors 
Lack of coherence - Not relating to the article



Algorithmic tools/services

Personalisation & recommendations

Hyper targeting

Automation

Personalisation & recommendations

Convenience is still king

Short term commercial needs

Algorithmic bias

Filter bubbles & isolation

Perfect propaganda

Job losses

Users’ wish to be anonymous

Users are getting more concerned about use of data

Long term sustainable solutions





Inter-departmental

“Even sworn competitors 
can come together very 

fruitfully in order to push 
the overall good of the 

industry forward”

JournalismAI Collab participant,
 report from 2021 study

Inter-organisational Inter-sectoral

The new media landscape requires collaborative practices
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